Mark and Royal Ark Mariner Regalia
Mark Provincial Grand Rank Appointment Dress Regalia

Apron and Badge

£70

Dress Collar

£15

Collar Jewel

£30.50

(the same jewel can be worn
on either a dress or undress
collar)

Breast Jewel
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£12

Mark Provincial Grand Rank Appointment Dress Regalia (Cont.)

Apron with badge and Collar

£85

(no jewel)

Mark Provincial Grand Rank Appointment Undress Regalia

Apron with Badge

£60

Collar

£10

Apron with Badge and Collar

£70

Collar Jewel

£30.50

No different jewel required

Breast Jewel
No different jewel required
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£12

Note: while many in the Mark do not purchase undress regalia, ideally you would
have both sets. Dress is always worn when the Provincial Grand Master is present or
at installation meetings.
If you are fortunate to be appointed to Active rank, do not purchase your past jewel
till the following year, you never know if you may be re-appointed or promoted to a
higher active rank or higher past rank, in which case the jewel you purchased for
£30.50 will never be worn!
The likelihood is that if you have been appointed to Provincial rank, although not yet
an Installed Master, you will be fortunate to be appointed as an Active Officer of the
year.
The Province will supply the jewel. You need to have purchased this regalia for the
time whilst you are an Active Officer but not an Installed Master, i.e. with the
traditional three rosettes, after which you will need to be purchase the dress and
undress Provincial regalia, which you will of course be able to installed wearing.

Dress Apron with Rosettes

£70

Undress Apron with Rosettes

£60

Dress Collar

£15

Undress Collar

£10

Collar Jewel
(but do not purchase until you have
received confirmation that you will
be appointed to a past rank)
Breast Jewel
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£30.50

£12

Mark Provincial Promotion
On promotion to Provincial rank, there is no need to change your apron, just your badge

Dress Badge

£18

Undress Badge

£18

If you have been promoted to an Active Rank, the Province will supply the jewel for the
year you are active, after that, assuming you are not re-appointed or promoted you will
need to purchased the past jewel of your rank

Collar Jewel
(the same jewel can be worn
on either a dress or
undressed collar)
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£30.50

Mark Grand Rank Appointment
Dress Regalia

Dress Apron with badge and
collar, no jewel

£160

Dress Apron with Badge

£105

Dress Collar

£55

(No jewel)

Collar Jewel
(the same jewel can be worn
on either a dress or undress
collar)
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£30.50

Mark Grand Rank Appointment
Undress Regalia

Undress Apron with badge
and Collar ( no jewel)

£100

Undress Apron with badge

£80

Undress Collar (no jewel)

£20

Collar Jewel
(the same jewel can be worn
on either a dress or undress
collar)
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£30.50

Provincial Royal Ark Mariner Grand Rank Appointment

Collaret

£9

(No Jewel)

Jewel for Collaret

£12

Royal Ark Mariner Grand Rank Appointment

Apron

£32

Collar

£20

(no jewel)
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Royal Ark Mariner Grand Rank Appointment (Cont.)

Collar Jewel

£18

Breast Jewel

£12

£10
Collaret

Collaret Jewel
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£12

All the aprons are made of lambskin.
Your order is dispatched to you free of charge
For every order placed the Province receives back from the supplier 10% which is donated
to the MBF
Please contact Steve Jones, Provincial Grand Charity Steward should you wish to purchase
new regalia.
stephenrichardjo@btinternet.com
Or call 07871 723 750

However should you be happy to wear good quality second hand regalia, please also
contact Steve as he may have what you require.
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